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The difficulty of obtaining primary farm data for research purposes 
is well known. Farm surveys and experimental test plots are two of the 
more widely used methods of acquiring such data. These techniques are 
irreplaceable in some cases, but the research labor required is expen-
sive, in terms of both time and money. The amount of labor used and its 
cost may be reduced if an alternative data source is available. One 
alternative source which may be used is the data file developed and 
stored by a fa.rm record system. 
Not all farm record data are usable for research projects. Data 
which are reported by the farmer to satisfy some limited objective may 
not be adequate in research having a broader set of objectives. Inade-
quately identified data, for example, where coding is incomplete, are 
useless when detail beyond that which is coded is required. In addition 
records which are over aggregated within the record system prior to 
storage may provide inadequate detail. Nonetheless, a farm record sys-
tem which satisfies the demands of its cooperating farmers, according to 
Plaunt, "should provide an important part of the data base required for 
a substantial proportion of the applied research in farm management."1 
1 Darrel H. Plaunt, "Canada's Experience in and Aspirations for a 
Comprehensive Fal-m Data System," Journal of Farin Economics, Vol. 49 




The development by the record system of·a systematic data library is 
necessary for the data to be usefi.ll. Its usefi.llness depends partly up-
on its convenient and effi.Cient access. As noted by Plau:rit, 
.one of the requirements of the ~Ystem.would be the develop-
ment of a general retrieval program •. Such.a program woi.lld 
permit the user to specify the characteristics of the infor-
mation and have the program sort, identify, seek, retrieve, 
and output the data in the format he requires. 2 · · 
Problem Statement 
Costfinder, Oklahoma State University's computerized farm record 
program, has been operating since 1966. 3 It consists of twenty-two 
source programs written in COBOL, Common Business Oriented Language. 
It provides information to.farmers for tax, credit, and planning pur-
poses. . Transaction data and periodic balances brought forward are 
permanently.stored on magnetic tape.and disc files. 
One of the purposes of Costfinder is "To acquire timely data.for 
.· . 4 
extension, teaching, and research programs." The data stored on the 
transaction and balance forward files provide much useful information 
about farms and their operation in Oklahoma. However; the lack of 
sufficiently detailed programs to read these files has almost totally 
precluded the use of these Costfinder data in research projects. 
The onlyprograms currently available f.or reading these files 
have no provisions for specifying data in. any man.ner except for calling 
2Ibid, p. 1539. 
3costfinder, Computerized Oklahoma State Farm Income and Detailed 
Enterprise Records, was initiated in 1966 by Dr. Ted R. Nelson, Exten-
sion Economist, Farm Management. 
4Mike L. Hardin, 111974 Field Draft of the Costfinder User's 
Manual" (Stillwater, 1974), p. 1. 
3 
a specific farm or farms. Current programs cannot isolate a particular 
type of information, such as cash flow or enterprise information, nor 
can they isolate information for any further breakdown within these 
general categories, such as a particular income or expense item. These 
items could be found on the computer printouts provided by Costfinder's 
Periodic Report program, 5 but if one is sampling a large number of 
farms, the time required for the researcher to gather these printouts 
and then to search for the data in question becomes prohibitive. Only 
after this is done can all the data be compared to determine if it is 
bad or unrealistic. The lack of detail in the current programs m~es 
it necessary that a great amount of hand work be done by the researcher. 
The most frequent suggestions for program modification reflect the 
difficulty of employing Costfinder data in research projects. 
The programs currently available for data retrieval use such basic 
logic that modification would, in all probability, be more costly than 
writing completely new routines. Inclusion of sections to provide 
added detail could be incorporated in a new program much more efficient-
ly than into one in which this type of detail was never considered or 
intended. 
The first basic objective of this project, then, is the develop-
ment of a data retrieval system to facilitate the use of Costfinder 
data in research projects, HopefuJ,.ly, this procedure can be used by 
many people, some of whom are not·familiar with Costfinder. Therefore, 
the second basic objective is to provide basic instructions which 
s:i,mplify the use of the system by those unfamiliar with Costfinder, 
5The Periodic Report Program was initiated by Dr. Ted R. Nelson, 
Extension Economist, Farm M~nagement. 
The Costfinder System 
The Costfinder Farm Business Information System was designed for 
the following purposes: 6 
1. To demonstrate the field use of good farm records containing 
necessary tax, credit and management information. 
2. To acquire timely data for extension, teaching, and research 
programs. 
3. To provide assistance to data processors desiring to provide 
similar services to Oklahoma farmers. 
From 20 farms in 1966, Costfinder has grown to 140 farms in 1974. 
4 
Current plans call for expansion of the system in late 1975. The main 
facet of the expansion will be the placement of additional field ad-
visors. With the added personnel available to enlist and counsel new 
cooperators, it is projected that the system will serve approximately 
300 farms in 1976, with .as many as 200 more being enrolled in 
the three years following. 
The motivations of farmers for participating in the Costfinder 
system are varied. Some may be interested mainly in cash flow informa-
tion, to assist in scheduling repayment of debts and collection of 
accounts receivable. Some will require information regarding tax 
management and preparation of tax returns. Others may concentrate on 
enterprise costs and returns and measures of productive efficiency. 
Most Costfinder cooperators have one, combinations of, or all of the 
above purposes as incentives for participation. A small percentage of 
6Mike L. Hardin, p. 1. 
cooperators may have individual objectives which are impossible to 
categorize on a large scale. 
5 
Wha,tever the motivation a cooperator has in mind, it will have a 
large effect on the quality of information provided to be used in re-
search. A farmer whose :ma.in interest lies in cash flow and tax records 
may furnish the computer with detailed information of this tyYe, but 
with incomplete or inaccurate enterprise information. Conversely, the 
cooperator who concentrates on enterprise data may give little thought 
to the accuracy of the credit information he supplies. Care must be 
t~ken to recognize such inaccuracies and avoid aggregations of and 
comparisons between data which is furnished for such different 
objectives. 
Types of Records Available 
The data stored permanently by Costfinder on tape or disc files 
are generated by the Periodic Report program. 7 Two files are developed. 
The Master Transaction file stores each individual transaction which is 
processed by the Report program. This transaction data is used to 
generate the Balance Forward file, which stores data for the summaries 
which are printed and updated by each processing of Report. The 1966-
73 version of Report generated four of these summaries. The Report pro-
gram was revised in 1974. This revision changed the format in which the 
data was stored for tl;te four original summaries, and added three new 
summaries. 
7Hereafter referred to as Report, or Report program. 
6 
There are a total of eight types of records which can be obtained 
from t:hese two files. The fir~t, Transaction Journal~ is obtained 
from th4 Mast~r Transaction file. Types two through eight are stored 
on the Balance Forward file. Brief explanatiOns of these.record types 
are listed in Table I. In addition, examples of Costfinder output, 
. 8 
generated by the Report program, are found in Nelson and Brant. 
!'.!!:E! Identification 
Each cooperator on the Costfinder system has a unique four-digit 
farm number. The first two digits represent the county in which the 
farm unit is located. The first digit of the county number signifies 
the area of the state in which.the county is situated. For example, 
Farm Number 5202 is located in Wagoner county (designated by the first 
two digits, 52), which is located in the east central area of the state 
(designated by the first digit, 5). The last.two digits serve to make 
farm numbers unique within counties, and have no locational signifi-
cance in the system. Oklahoma's 77 counties are represented by numbers 
ranging from 11 to 97 (not all the inclusive numbers are used). The 
state is divided into nine areas, represented by the range of the first 
digits of the county numbers. A map of Oklahoma outlining the areas, 
counties, and their numbers is shown in Figure 5 of the.Appendix~ 
~ Basic ~ Structure 
The Costfinder system identifies input data according to a numeric 














TYPES OF RECORDS STORED ON COSTFINDER FILES 
Name 
Transaction Journal 
Cash Flow Summary 
Credit Summary 
Loan, Account Payable, 


















Listing of each indi-
vidual transaction re-
ported by the operator 
during the year. 
Summary of each opera-
tor's income and ex-
pense by tax category. 
Summary of credit 
transactions by tax 
category. 
Sununary of a farm 
unit's credit position 
at each credit institu-
tion with which it has 
an account 
Beginning and ending 
inventory dollar values 
in each of 14 cate-
gories. 
Sununary of all wages 
and withholdings for 
each employee of a 
farm unit. 
Information on number 
of head of livestock on 
hand by the type of 
livestock. 
Summary of income and 
expense, allocated to 
specific enterprises, 
by tax category. 
8 
code. The code is a numerical dictionary.of definitions which provide 
a logical basis for classifying entries of information. The five 
digits of the basic.code are called Account, Transaction, Item, General, 
and Detail. The Costfinder cooperator is required to complete only 
the Account, Transaction, and Item codes. 
The Account, or A, code separates different types of transactions. 
Cash, charge, payment on account, and inventory are examples! These 
codes are li~ted in Table XXIII of the Appendix. 
The Transaction code sets up major categories for tax accounting. 
There are categories for different types of income and expense trans-
actions, such as capital assets, it~ms purchased for resale, and non-
farm cases. The Item code when combined with the Transaction code adds 
further detail to the classirication of transactions and determines the 
appropriat~ accounting category for each· input item. All combinations 
of Transaction and Item (or TI) are listed in Table XXIV of the 
Appendix. 
The General and Detail codes can.be used to further classify the 
input line. These are not required for coding by the cooperator, and 
therefore are not reported in all cases. 
Another important code in Costfinder is Enterprise. This code can 
be used to obtain cost and return information for the individual seg-
ments of the farming unit. It is a two-digit code, with the first 
digit representing a broad classification, such as grain or beef. The 
second digit gives a further breakdown, for example, grain sorghum or 
purebred beef breeding. Tne complete listing of Enterprise numbers is 
shown in Table XXV of the Appendix. 
There are several other codes used by Costfinder cooperators. 
These codes are assigned special meanings by individual cooperators, 
and have no general meaning for the system as ~ whole. 
Procedure 
Due to the 1974 revision of Report, which changed the format of 
the Balance Forward File, a program will be written to transform 
Balance Forward files for the years 1966-73 to the 1974 for.~at. This 
program will read the old Balance Forward file one record at a time, 
arrange all applicable data into the new format, and write the result-
ing record on a tape or disc file. This file will then be acceptable 
as input to any computer routine which reads the 1974 version of the 
Balance Forward file. 
The next step will be to develop a system to retrieve and edit 
data from the Costfinder files. The system will consist of two com-
puter programs. The first will read the two permanent files, isolate 
9 
a chosen type or types of information, and print this data in a concise 
format. These records will ~so be placed on a tape or disc file so 
that they may be conveniently accessed by further programs. 
As in any sampling of.data, some information collected may turn 
out to be inadequate or incompar~ble with t4e rest of the data. There-
fo~e, the second procedure of the retrieval and editing system will be 
designed to delete user-specified data from the file created by the 
retrieval program. The editing procedure will ~llow the user to delete 
all records for a particular farm, certain types of records for an 
entire farm, or individual records which, for various.reasons, may be 
useless. This procedure may be used as many times as necessary, until 
only the desired data is left on the file. Following necessary con-
versions, this file will be acceptable as input to user-selected 
aggregative or analytic computer routines. 
10 
To go along with this system, instructions will be written to 
familiarize the users with Costfinder and its coding system. The in-
structions will also e:icplain the input required to process the Re..,. 
trieval and Editing programs, The application of the Costfinder codes 
which are used to complete the input form for the Retrieval program 
will also be outlined. 
Outline of Following Chapters 
The computer program devel9ped to retrieve Costfinder data from 
the permanent files will be presented in Chapter II. The output gener-
ated by the program, the input required to obtain that output, and the 
operation of the program will be included in the discussion. The 
Editing program, designed to delete user-specified data from the file 
created by the Retrieval program, will be explained in Chapter III. 
The discussion will be comprised of the input requirements of the pro-
gram, the format of the output generated, and the operations performed 
by the program. Also included will be the procedure required to pre-
pare the data for processing by computer routines outside the Retrieval 
System, along with the final format of each type of data. Possible 
applications of data selected by the system are examineO. in Chapter IV, 
in addition to a section summarizing results of the study. The Appendix 
contains tables and figures illustrating the Costfinder codes necessary 
to prepare input to the retrieval program. 
CHAPTER II 
THE RETRIEVAL PROCEDURE 
This chapter will introduce arid discuss the computer routine 
written to select user-specified data from Costfinder files. Included 
are examples and explanations of the output that is generated, a dis-
cussion of the card input required to obtain that output, and a dis-
cussion of the operations performed by the program. The Retrieval 
program is written in COBOL for processing by an IBM 360 ~odel 65 
computer. Twelve data files are required during execution of the 
program; the card input file, two files of Costfinder input data, eight 
temporary files used for storage during execution, and an output file 
for the data selected to be processed further. 
Data reported by Costfinder cooperators is cqnfidential. For 
purposes of aggregation, complete farm numbers are printed by the 
Retrieval System. However, for purposes of publication, far~ numbers 
should never be included where they would serve to attribute reported 
data to.a certain.f~m. In this study, output examples will include 
complete farm numbers only for hypothetical test farms, where the 
first digit of the farm number is zero. For all real data, only the 
county number will be printed, for example, all farms in Woodward 
county will be designated simply as 1700. 
11 
12 
Examples and Explanation of Output 
The nature of the Retrieval program is such that an understanding 
of the output provided by the program must be attained in order to 
fully understand the input requirements of the program. An example of 
a page of output from each of the eight output sections (one for each 
record type) will be presented (Tables II through IX). There are 
many elements of the output which are applicable to more than one or 
all sections. These elements are discussed first, followed by an 
explanation of the individual attributes of each section. The section 
discussions also include the code or codes which can be specified by 
the user to obtain data from that section. 
Common Elements of the Output. 
~Numbers. Each line of Costfinder data selected by the 
Retrieval program is numbered to aid the user in further processing. 
These numbers, found under the heading "LINE", begin with 1 and run 
consecutively within each.section. The line number ma;y be used to 
access the particular line of data during subsequent computer runs. 
It may also be used, combined with the record type, to specify a line 
to be deleted by the Editing procedure, discussed in detail in Chapter 
III. 
Farm Number. Under the heading "FARM" in each section of output 
is the number of the farm unit which reported the data. The number 
may be specified in the Editing procedure (Chapter III) to delete all 
records for a farm, or may be used in combination with record type to 
delete all data having that farm number and record type. 
13 
Month and ~· The month and day on which a particular trans-
action takes place is listed only for Record Types 1 and 3, under the 
headings "MO" and "DY." If a month is listed. as blank or zero, the 
transaction listed is a beginning or ending inventory. A record 
having the day equal to the data year (listed in the heading) indicates 
a beginning inventory; Day equal to the data year plus one shows an 
ending inventory. 
Basic Codes. Various elements of the basic code system of Cost-
finder are utilized to classify data of Record Types 1, 2, 3, 5 and 8. 
These codes and their meanings are discussed in Chapter 1. The output 
headings listed for each of these codes are as follows: Account, "A"; 
Transaction-Item, "TI"; General, "G"; General-Detail, "GD"; Enterprise, 
"ENT." A list of the General and Detail codes subordinate to each TI 
1 code are found in Nelson and Brant. 
TI Code Definition. The written definition of the TI code listed ---
for a particular record is shown under the heading "CODE DEFINITION" 
for Record Types 1, 2 and 8. There are eleven TI's (10, 20, 24, 25, 27, 
28, 29, 30, 31, 60 and 70) for which the code definition is blank. 
These are left blank to provide flexibility in the use of these codes 
by the cooperators. 
Enterprise Definition. This is the written definition of the 
enterprise which is listed for a particular record or records. It is 
listed on each line in Record Type 1 under the heading "ENTERPRISE 
DEFINITION," and in the page heading in Record Type 8. 
1Ted R. Nelson and William R. Brant, "Costfinder Users' Notebook" 
(Stillwater, 1974). 
14 
Record ~ l= Transaction Journal 
The Transaction Journal provides a listing of each individual 
transaction reported by a farm operator during the year. Table II 
shows a page of sample output from this section. All elements of the 
basic Costfinder code structure, i.e., A, TI, GD, and ENT, are printed 
in this section. In addition, the TI Code Definition and Enterprise 
Definition, if any, are printed. Also printed are the farm number, 
designating the cooperator that reported the data, and the line number, 
generated by the Retrieval program to facilitate further access. 
Each line will provide the data reported by the cooperator for 
units, price, pounds, and dollars. The measure of the unit figure re-
ported is indicated in the "QDESC," Quantity Description column. 
Data reported by the cooperator with Account equal to 6 (inventory 
of depreciable as~ets) is not stored on the Transaction Journal file. 
This information is used only in the Depreciation program, which re-
quires card input. Purchases, sales, and trades of depreciable assets 
are stored for the year in which the transaction takes place. In 
addition, some cooperators may also wish to report their depreciable 
inventory with Account equal to 5 for the purpose of providing input 
to the Inventory Summary (Record Type 5). However, this is not re-
quired; consequently, there will be very little data of this type 
available, especially for years.prior to 1974, when the Inventory 
Summary was initiated. 
Internal transfers (account equal to 4) are used to transfer an 
item from one farm enterprise to another. The retrieval program 
handles these transfers as if two separate transactions were involved. 
TABLE II 
SAMPLE OUTPUT FROM TRANSACTION JOURNAL 
(RECORD TYPE 1) 
CUSTF!NDEP DATA ~ETR!E~AL SYSTEM - RETRIEVAL °'OGRAM PAG" 
SAMPLE DATA FOR OUTPUT E~AMPLES 19H DAU 
TRA~SACT!ON JOURNAL (PEC:JRO TYPE 11 
L!NE FARM MO DY A Tl GD CODE DEF I NIT I Qllj ENT ENTERPPISE DEFIN!TIJN UNITS QOESC P<I:E P)lJ~DS DOLLARS 
47 6900 75 5 99 LAND 76 WHEAT 91.J) ACR 19,800.00 
48 6900 75 5 99 LAND 76 WHEAT 46.00 AC> 9,200.00 
49 6900 75 5 99 LANO 76 WHEAT 66.00 AC< 13, 200. 00 
50 6900 75 5 99 LAND 76 WHEAT 66.00 ACP 12,919.00 
51 6900 75 5 99 LAl'ID 76 WHEAT 208.00 AC> 4~. 716 .oo 
52 6900 75 5 99 LAl'ID 76 WHEAT 186.)) AC> 46,500.00 
53 6900 75 5 99 LAl'ID 76 WHEAT 66.00 ACR 13, 200.00 
~4 6900 75 5 99 LAl'ID 76 WHEAT 123.00 ACR 24,600.00 
55 6200 B 15 7 11 BEEF, RAISED 11 BEEF BREEDING GRADE 129.n HD 
56 6200 7 25 9 11 BEEF, RA !SEO 11 BEEF BREEDING GRADE 1.00 HD 
57 6200 2 12 9 81 80 BEEF BREED ING 11 BEEF BREEDING GRADE I .OJ ~D i,ooo.o 
58 6200 2 12 9 81 80 i!EEF BREEDING 11 BEEF BREEDING GRADE 1.)) HD 1, ooo. 0 
59 6200 3 10 9 81 80 BEEF BREEDING 11 BEEF BREEDING >RADE l.oo HD l,OJO.O 
60 6200 4 10 9 81 80 BEEF BREEDING 11 BEEF BREEDING GRADE 1.00 HD 1,000.0 
61 6200 4 10 '9 iii 80 BEEF BREEDING 11 B'EEF BREEDING GRADE 1.0'0 'PIO 1,000.0 
62 6200 75 5 99 LAND 76 WHEAT 220.00 ACR 366.72 B0,678.40 
63 6200 5 1 1 11 BEEF, RA I SE[) 11 BEEF BREEDING GRADE l .)) HO 10.0 
04 6200 12 28 9 11 60 BEEF, RAISED 11 BEEF BREEDl~G G>ADE 2.00 ~D 600.0 
ts 6200 12 28 9 81 80 BEEF BREED! NG 11 BEEF BREEDING GRADE 1.n HD • 10 800. 0 
66 1700 4 22 3 96 19 MOTOR YEHi CL ES 00 7408.00 675.00 
67 1700 75 5 99 10 LAND 76 WHEAT 115.80 AC~ 250. 00 28,950.00 
68 1700 75 5 99 10 LAND 76 WHEAT 445.20 AC\ 250.00 111,300.00 
69 1700 75 5 99 10 LAND 76 WHEAT 294.~0 ACR 250..-00 73,625.00 
70 6300 7 2 0 51 VET MEDICINE 21 DAIRY COWS GRADE 117.15 
71 6300 9 3 0 51 VET MEDICINE 21 DAIRY COWS GRADE 60.75 
72 6300 10 30 0 51 VET MEDICINE 21 DAIRY COWS GRADE 97.00 
73 6300 12 4 0 51 VET MEDICINE 21 DAIRY COWS GRADE l 07 .05 
74 6300 12 28 0 51 VET MEDICINE 21 DAIRY COWS GRADE 45.00 
75 6300 10 5 0 51 10 VET MEDICINE 21 DAIRY COWS GRADE S4.00 
76 6300 8 1 0 51 20 \IE T HEDI C! NE 21 DAIRY COWS GRADE 25.SD 
77 6300 10 3 0 51 50 VET MEDICINE 21 DAIRY COWS G~ADE 39.35 
78 6300 12 26 0 51 50 VET MEDICINE 21 DA!~Y COWS GRADE 21.33 
79 6300 75 5 99 LAND 76 WHEAT 100.00 AC\ 2;,000.00 
so 1700 4 22 3 96 19 MOTCF. VEHICLES 00 7408 .JJ- 6 75. 00-
Bl 5200 11 9 0 51 10 VET MEDICINE 21 DAIRY COWS GRADE 26.00 
82 5200 12 14 0 51 10 VET MEDICINE 21 DAIRY COWS GRADE 61. 00 
83 5200 11 25 0 51 20 VET MEDICINE 21 DAIRY COWS GRADE 5.56 
84 6200 75 5 99 LAND 76 WHEAT 7.60 ACR 252.83 l, 921.50 
85 6200 75 5 99 LAND 76 WHEAT 918.50 AC~ 252.83 232,224.27 
86 6200 75 5 99 LAND 76 WHEAT 22.90 ACR. 243. 15 5,568.14 




For example, if an expense is transferred from one enterprise to 
another, an output .line is printed charging the expense to the enter-
prise to which it was transferred. Immediately following, another line 
is printed crediting income to the second enterprise, the one from 
which the. expense.is transferred. If the expense is such.that a 
corresponding TI.exist~ (a code denoting income for the same type 
of transaction), the income TI is printed on the second line. If no 
such corresponding TI exist~, the units, pounds, and dollars are 
printed as negatives on tbe second line to accomplish the appropriate 
credit. 
No option exists for the Transaction Journal data to be sorted by 
the Retrieval program. The data is·s~ored on the permanent file in 
order of farm number. Each farm's data is ·sorted in order of Account, 
TI, and GD. 
Four code combinations may be specified as input to retrieve 
Transaction Journal data. They are combinations of Account and TI 
(Part 8 of the input form, shown in Figure 1), Account and Enterprise 
(Part 9), TI and Enterprise (Part 10), and Account, TI, and Enterprise 
(Part 11). 
The Cash Flow Summary provides each operator's cash totals for 
the year for each tax category, or TI. Table III shows a page of 
sample output from this section. As in every section, the line and 
farm numbers are printed. The Costfinder codes printed in this 
section are TI and G, or General. Th~ TI Code Definition is also 
printed. The data reported by the farmer which is printed in this 
TABLE III 
SAMPLE OUTPUT FROM CASH FLOW SUMMARY 
(RECORD TYPE 2) 
COSTF!NDER DATA ~En!EVAL SYSTEM - RETRIEVAL PROGRAl1 
SAMPLE DATA FDR OUTPUT EKAMPLES 
CASH FLOW SUMMARY I RECORD TY PE 2 l 
LINE FA~M TI G CODE DEF! NIT!ON UNITS POJNDS DOLLARS 
47 6700 l 7 0 GO.A!N 22,586.~!t 
48 6700 l 7 6 G•AI N 1213.76 12, 625.6 52, 783. 91 
49 6700 17 3 GO Al N 168,000.0 8,560.00 
50 6700 l 7 6 GRAIN 1016,982.0 70,%67.47 
51 6600 17 6 G•AIN 8582.60 514,937.0 28,168.69 
52 6900 l 7 l Go A IN 52,950.0 3,111.00 
53 6900 17 4 GRAIN 35,420.0 1,063.60 
54 6900 l 7 6 GRAIN 16227.14 9H ,625.0 58,888.06 
55 6900 l 7 6 GRAIN 13811.88 880,408. 0 63,899.16 
56 6900 l7 l G'<A!N lB67 .00 99,620.0 4,057.99 
57 6900 17 l Go AI N 1667.08 39,620.0 4,057.99 
58 6900 17 3 GR A!N 42 ,963. 0 859.26 
59 6900 17 3_ - GRAIN 42,963.0 859. 26 
60 6900 17 6 GRAIN 327't.BO B6,494.0 60, 379.54 
61 69DD 17 6 GRAIN 15198.30 911, 897. 6 64,179.60 
62 0174 44 0 FEED PURCHASED 3938.00 12,750.0 68.04 
63 1200 44 0 FEED PURCHASED 412.20 
bit 1200 44 2 FEED PURCHASED 522.70 
65 1200 44 3 FEED P!JlCHASED 11.00 34,000.0 13, 50 3, 2J 
66 1200 44 4 FEEO PURCHASED 52.20 
67 1200 4't 1 FEED PURCHASED 562.48 
68 1200 't4 8 FEED PURCHASED 130. 00 2,717.3~ 
69 1200 44 0 FEED PURCHASED 3, 654. ll 
70 1200 44 1 FEED PURCHASED 334 .20 1,186.69 
71 1200 44 0 FEED P !JlCHASED 153.86 
72 1200 44 2 FEED PURCHASED 3.45 
73 1700 44 0 FEED PURCHASED 211. 72 
7" 170D 4't 2 FEED PURCHA SEO 310. 00 45.90 
75 1700 "" o FEED PURCHASED 7J,249. 75 
76 17DO 44 7 FEED PURCHASED 412.26 
77 5200 
"" 2 
FEED PURCHASED 32.oo 
78 5200 
"" 3 
FEED PURCHASED 199.63 
79 5200 4" 5 FEED PU RC HAS ED z,eaa.DD 
80 5200 4't 0 FEED PURCHASED 1.616.lD 
81 5200 44 1 FEED PURCHASED 55. 7D 
82 5200 4't 2 FEED PURCHASED lSD. 50 
83 5200 
"" 3 
FEED PURCHASED 50, 050.0 6,002.53 
Bit 5200 lt't " FEED PURCHASED 7,lt85.0l 
65 5200 44 0 FEED P !JlCHASED 10,200.0 2,935.50 
86 5200 lt4 0 FEED PURCHASED lt420. 79 
87 5200 4" 3 FEED PURCHASED 178.56 
86 5200 44 4 FEE~ PURCHASED 30,959.40 
89 5200 
"" 8 
FEED PURCHASED 231t. lit 229,zzo.o 18,040.19 
90 6200 44 0 FEED PURCHASED 45,090.0 2,905.0l 
91 62DO 41t l FEED PIBCHASED 100.0 2.65 
f-' 92 6200 
"" 2 
FEED PURCHASED 124. oo- 5,367.l 491.97 
--.;J 
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section includes the units, pounds, and dollars involved in each 
transaction. 
For years prior to 1974, the Cash Flow data stored does not use 
the G code. Any output for these years will have the G co4e equal to 
zero for each line. In 1974, the revision of the Costfinder Report 
program provided for the breakdown by G code for certain TI's, Output 
for years after 1974 will print the G codes for these TI's. The totals 
for transactions reported without G codes and for TI's not broken down 
will be printed with zero in the G column. 
In some cases more than one total may be printed with the same TI 
and G codes for one farm. Separate totals are printed for each sub-
farm which a cooperator reports, for the purpose of keeping separate 
records for rented land, for each member of a partnership, or for 
other reasons. The subfarm numbers are not printed, as they have 
meaning only to the individual cooperator. 
The Retrieval program contains an optional sort for Cash Flow 
data. If the sort is requested, the data will be printed in ascending 
order of TI codes. Within each TI, the data will be in farm number 
order, and in order of the G code within farm number. If the sort is 
not requested, farm number will be the primary sort, followed by 
TI.and G. 
TI is the specifying input code for Cash Flow data. These codes 
are to be listed in Part 6 of the input form. 
Record~ ,.2.: Credit Summary 
The Credit Summary provides information on credit transactions 
reported by each cooperator. Table IV shows a page of sample output 
.. 
TABLE IV 
SAMPLE OUTPUT FROM CREDIT SUMMARY (RECORD TYPE 3) 
COSTFINDED DATA 'ET'IEVAL SYSTFM - RETPIEVAL PROGQA"I 
SA~PLE JAT' FJ~ JUTPUT FIA"PLFS 
C0 EDIT SUMMARY (RECODD TYPE 31 
TIS 02, 04, 05, 07, 08, 10, 40-59, 70-79, 90-99 ARE LOANS OR ACCOJNTS PAYABLE 
TIS ct, 03, 06, 11-39, 00-691 80-S'I A RE ACCOUNTS RFCEIVABLE 
c!NE FA~"I MO DY A Tl G NET UNI TS ~ET • OJNDS f\I= T DOLL AF5 
R8l 6900 7 17 l 02 19. 77 
982 6900 7 15 l 02 121.75 
883 6900 7 11 l 02 170. 32 
884 1>900 11 18 l .02 15,ooo.oo 
1)85 6900 11 ~ l 02 215.26 
886 6900 11 l l 02 2,224.47 
887 6900 11 l 1 02 850. DJ 
888 6900 11 l l 02 85J.0'.) 
889 6900 9 16 1 02 .915.0:J 
BQO 6900 9 25 1 02 i :1' !'\')".) .C:: 
d9l 6900 9 21 l 02 l, l'l5.~) 
892 6900 10 25 1 02 ?"'4. 9S 
893 6qQO 10 23 l 02 b:>J.OJ 
894 6900 10 17 l 02 1Q5.00 
895 6900 10 10 l 02 3,794.cl 
896 6900 10 4 . l 02 159.CO 
897 6900 10 3 1 02 7, 155.36 
898 6900 10 3 l 02 1,55:>.DJ 
899 69'.)0 9 26 l 02 12. 52 
90·: 6900 9 16 l 02 32.05 
901 6900 9 ii l 02 599.50 
902 690') 9 7 l 02 500. C'O 
903 6900 9 6 l 02 59 8. 63 
904 6900 9 6 1 02 184.36 
905 6900 9 3 l 02 I,0')J.::>J 
906 6900 8 n 1 02 600.00 
907 6900 8 5 l 02 l. 046.87 
908 6900 8 1 l 02 4')J.OJ 
929 6900 7 31 i o~ 224.70 
910 6900 7 3') 1 02 119.85 
911 c90J 7 29 l 02 67.95 
912 6gOG 7 2'I l 02 bl4.25 
913 690:.J 7 29 1 02 5, ~":'0. oc 
914 bQOO 1 2q 1 02 l5J.CJ 
915 6900 7 26 1 02 i, r.;-'.:"'.:'. o:i 
916 t>YC· -, 9 4 ... ·'2 ~:o.oo 
q11 6Qf)Q 6 3 2 .:2 1rJ.C:) 
918 62Cv 11 1 l 17 6 92.QO 5,520.J 361.l<t 
9 19 01 74 6 5 1 44 21.00 198.0 4.36 
920 0174 5 23 l 44 ~8.JO LH .~ ~.64 
921 0174 5 23 l 44 2 s.oo :J~.o • ?:) 
922 0174 5 23 l 44 2 6 .oo 94.0 .46 
923 ()174 5 n 1 44 ~5.:C ~~.o .42 
''?4 1700 12 2i> l 44 1. 7 l f-' 
\0 
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from this section. The month and day of each transaction is listed, 
along with the Account, TI, and G codes. Accounts 1 and 2 are used in 
this section, 1 indicating a charged transaction, and 2 a payment on 
account. The TI code is used, by means of the information listed in 
the page heading, to determine if the tr.ansaction involves an accol,lnt 
payable or receivable. The units, pounds, and dollars reported for 
each.transaction are also listed. 
There are several possible reasons for negative entries in this 
section. A discount given for prompt payment will be reported as a 
negative charge (account equal to 1). Otner negative entries may 
appear as corrections, an exact reproduction of a previous line (with 
the exception of the negative signs) U!i!ed to offset a transaction 
which for some reason is incorrect. Negative entries with Account 
equal to 2 are considered overpayments on the particular account, 
whether caused by a reporting error (such as failing to report the 
charged transaction which was paid off) or by an actual overpayment. 
The sorting option also exists for Credit Summary data. The 
order in which the sorts are performed is TI, farm number, and Account. 
Th~ unsorted order is farm number, TI, and Account. 
As is the case with Cash Flow data, the TI code is used to 
specify the Credit Summary data to be retrieved. Part 6 of the input 
form is used to specify these codes. 
Record ~ .!±_: Loan, Account Payable, 
and Account Receivable Summary 
The Loan, Account Payable, and Account Receivable Summary provides 


































SAMPLE OUTPUT FROM LOAN, ACCOUNT PAYABLE, AND ACCOUl\TT RECEIVABLE 

































COSTF!NDEq DATA <ET<!EVAL SYSTE~ - RETF!EVAL P<OG 0 AM 
SAMPLE UATA FJO JUTDJT F<AMPLE' 
LOAN, ACCOUNT PAYABLE. AND ACCOUNT PECEJVA8LE SUMMA•Y (F.Eco<·) TYPF 41 
FACH L!f'E OEPRESENTS A C'EOIT !NST!TUT!O·'< FOP THF RESPECTIVE FARM 
PA VAill. E oo BEGJNN!NG 
<:.ECE!VABLF YEA~ BALANCE 
< ECE I vAB LE 434.00 
0 fCE !VABL [ 
0 ECE IV ABLE 1. 600. 00 
P.ECE!VABLE 
< ECrTVAa LE 
'ECE!VABLE 18.09 
o ECE IVABLE 12.94 
'l.ECE !VABLE 1,050.00 
PECEIVABLE 3, 840. 00 
•ECEIVABLE 88.35 
'ECE IVA3LE 121).00 
OECEIVABLE 194. 19 
~ ECE! VA8 LE 
HCE !VABLE 
'ECL !VA6L C 
0 f:CE 11/AhLE: 7,661.62 
o r;-E IVABLf 22.79 
, H.E !VABLc 3.0 • 00 
PE.Ct !Vh9LE l 3. 80 
"E:tE IvA3L f lt )5~.')0 
RECEIVABLE l. ooo. 00 
o ECE !VA!:lLE 200.00 
> ECE JVABLE 
RECE !VABL E 400. 00 
<EU'!VABLE 
'ECEIVABLE 1, 759.98 
~ECEIVAbLE 2. 9<J'l. 00 
RECEIVABLE 
< ECE IVABLE 6, l 80. 0 
'FCE!VhBLf 51 o. 0 








. 32. 20 
















lo, ooo. 00 
55,853.56 
1.221.7'1 
53,1327.'3 1 ... 
:;1 J. I'\-) 
l!'.T[<[ST r.~![) 




has an account. The particular credit institution and type of institu-
tion (bank, cooperative, etc.) is known only to the cooperator himself. 
Therefore, as noted in the page heading of the ouput sample (Table V), 
it can be ascertained only that each line represents a different 
institution. The data is separated into accounts payable and accounts 
receivable, the one applying to a particular line listed in the column 
he~ded "PAYABLE OR RECEIVABLE." Four dollar figures are reported for 
each line; beginning year balance, account total (beginning balance 
plus year to date charges), current balance (account total minus year 
to date payments), and interest paid. This section was initiated in 
1974 and is not available for years previous. 
If the sort is requested for this record type, the data is arranged 
to print payables first, then receivables. Within these categories, 
the data is printed in farm number order. If the sort is not re-
quested, farm number is the first sort, payable or receivable the 
second. 
Part 12 of the input form is used to specify data from this 
section. A 1 should be entered to retrieve accounts payable, 2 for 
receivables. 
Record ~.2,: Inventory Summary 
The Inventory Summary provides beginning and ending inventory 
dollar values in each of 14 categories. Sample output from this 
section is shown in Table VI. The category number (under the heading 
"CAT") and its description are listed on each line. There is the 
possibility (sometime in the future) that this section will be modified 
to store values for each TI code. For this reason, the heading "TI" is 
TABLE VI 
SAMPLE OUTPUT FROM INVENTORY SUMMARY (RECORD TYPE 5) 

































33 ' ~ l( 
34 , , 
3:, ·i l'>J 
36 6ti00 
37 6800 
38 U<J :,") 
39 6900 
-.c 6";0~ 
COSTF!NOEP DATA PEJQ!EVAL SYSTEM - RET~IEVAL PROGRAM 






































SA>IPLE DATA F(,D lUTPUT EXAMPLES 
!l\IVENTOR.Y SllMMAl\Y 




























MACH! t\IJ:" Y 
·~ACY!f\if.OY 
Ml\C:-iI NE PY 
'IA:Hir<fl'Y 
YACH!NEPY 
.~ACc<T ··:f" oy 
MACHI f\l•O y 
''A:HI NEoY 
MACHI NF PY 
MACHI NF ~y 
'Ill:>!! "lE oy 
va:>!INEPY 
"IA_;l!NEJ;Y 























35, 965. 00 
66 ,950 .oo 
35,960.00 











25 ,os ... J'l 
43,262.5'.l 
41,575.50 


















also printed. The Retrieval program will require no modifications if 
this Costfinder change is made. This section was initiated in 1974 
with the modification of the Report program. 
The sort on Inventory Summary data is executed first on the 
inventory category number, then on farm number. The order is reversed 
if the sort is not requested. 
The inventory categories are also used to specify the data to be 
printed from this section. Part 15 of the input form is used to list 
the category numbers desired. 
RecorQ. ~ £: Payroll Summary 
The Payroll Summary provides a listing of all wages and with-
holdings for each employee of a farm unit. As noted in the page head-
ing of the sample output (Table VII) each line provides data for one 
employee of a farm. There are nine classifications for which dollar 
values are printed; net cash wages paid, FICA tax withheld, room and 
board, home and utilities, health insurance, life insurance, workers' 
compensation, state income tax withheld, and federal income tax with-
held. Gross wages paid, the total of the nine figures, is not stored 
on the Costfinder file. 
Since all the data for an employee is printed on one line, and 
there is no other type of classification, there is no optional sort 
for data from this section. The data will be printed in farm number 
order. 
The payroll classifications are used to specify data. Classifica-
tions not requested will be le~ blank. The classifications requested 
should be entered in Part 13 of the input form. 
TABLE VII 
SAMPLE OUTPUT FROM PAYROLL SUMMARY (RECORD TYPE 6) 
COSTFINOf~ DATA RETRIEVAL SYSTEM - RETF!EVAL PQOGPAM 
SA"PLE DATA roR IJ!ITPUT E~ A'IPLES 
PAYROLL SUH:-4Al>Y I RE CORO TV PE 61 
EACH LINE REPRESENTS O'llE EHPLOYfE FO~ THE RESPECTIVE FA~M 
NET CASH FICA TU ROOM & HO!'IE & HEALf H LIFE llJR'< STATt: !NC FED I 'II: 
LINE FARM WAGES PAID WITHHELD BOARD UTILITIES INSUPANCE INSURANCE COMP TAX W/H TAX W/H 
45 5200 339.00 
4~ 520~ 4,150.72 
47 5200 200.00 
48 5200 3,076.77 
49 6200 5,Q!16.36 316.06 
SC 6200 25.00 
51 6200 222.u 13.82 
52 6200 25.00 
53 6200 15.00 
S4 6200 97.50 
5S 6200 265. 62 16.63 
56 6200 e.oo 
57 6200 34. 75 
5P. 62CO 2c.oo 
5'; bnO 5t>O.l'I 34. 81 
!>f' 6200 l.033.S9 64.59 
61 62'l0 25.00 
62 6200 lB7.ll 9.14 
63 6200 i21.25 
64 62CC 10.00 
<>5 6200 363. B'I 
66 620:'.I q, 513. 89 5 73. 61 
67 6200 5, 699. "° 325.4.0 
68 620!' S55. 29 2'1.52 
69 620C 20. 21 1.24 
70 6200 d2.25 2.51 
7 l 62(10 45.2'1 2.111 
72 62')0 211.30 16.70 
13 6200 243.47 15.03 
74 62M 27.37 l.bB 
75 6200 2,1120.1s 1.36 
71! 62C'l 4,300. 00 
77 &200 l. soc. 00 
78 6200 4,&0B.17 2S'l.06 
79 620C 4.619. 94 282.09 
S' 6?0(1 1.726.02 loo. 23 
.il ··. !"(: 744.30 40 .32 
Bl 620(: l .l 79. 51 . 52.99 
83 620(' 264. 58 12.42 
84 &200 &5.00 
85 &200 %l. 7iJ 144.98 8.67 4&.80 
d6 6?0"' 4, 879.43 294. !JO 7.57 144.BO 
87 6.2"1'" l. 403. 56 s1. 20 .st ll. 70 
tl ~ ' ) 6,77C.24 ·,31. 5S 12.23 11'6. 71: 
!\) 
Vl 
Record ~I: Livestock Numbers Sununary 
The Livestock Numbers Sununary provides information on the number 
of head of livestock on hand by type of livestock. The number of 
26 
head of e~ch different type of livestock is reported for six catego-
ries; beginning inventory, purchases, births, weanings, sales, and 
deaths. The types of livestock for which this information is reported 
are: beef, dairy, sheep, swine, other livestock, and poultry. One 
line is printed for each-category, with all types of livestock included 
on that line for a particular farm. Duplicate category lines for one 
farm may be generated by reporting of subfarms, which are explained 
on page 18. The category name is printed for each line. This section 
is one of the three initiated in 1974. Sample output is shown in 
Table VIII. 
If the optional sort is requested, the categories are printed in 
the order listed in the previous paragraph. Within categories, the 
data is sorted on farm number. If the sort is not requested, farm 
number is the primary sort, within which the data is sorted by category. 
Part 14 of the input form is used to specify Livestock Numbers 
data. One line should be completed for each livestock type requested, 
entering the code for livestock type, followed by the category numbers 
requested. 
Record~.§.: Enterprise Sununary 
The Enterprise Sununary provides information on income and expense 
for each enterprise, with totals for each tax category, or TI. Sample 
output is shown in Table IX. A separate page is printed for each 
TABLE VIII 
SAMPLE OUTPUT FROM LIVESTOCK NUMBERS SUMMARY (RECORD TYPE 7) 
COSTFINDEP OATA ~ETPIEVAL SYSTEM - RETPJfVAl PLOGOAM 
SA>IPLE UA H. FOR OUTPUT <:~ AMPL r< 
LIVESTOCK NU!IBEPS SUMMAPY IRECOPD TYPE 11 
l !NE FA> II CATtGOoY "!EEF DAPY SHEEP SWINE OTHFO LVST< =»1.1LT~V 
l 0174 SALES 293.00 26.00 
2 1200 PURCHASED 49.00 
3 1200 PUP.CHA SEO 9.00 .. Ul)O PURCHASED .89.00 
5 1200 SALES 14.00 
6 1700 PURCHASED 21.00 
1 1700 PLIRCHASED 473.00 
8 1700 SALES 857.00 
9 5200 SALES 1. 00 
10 520') PUP.CHAS ED l.oo 
11 5200 SALES 14.00 86 .,o 
12 5200 su~s 53. 00 
l3 ~2:JO BIRTHS 87.00 
14 5200 SALES 49.00 
15 6200 PUPC HASF D 443.00 
16 6200 SALES ZZ0.50 
17 6200 DEATHS 3.00 
l~ 621'.:' PUl\CHASED 57.01) 
l'I !>70() B!qHS 129.00 
21 62'.!0 SALES 141.00 
21 6?~0 CE AT HS 12.00 
22 6200 SALES uz. 00 
23 6200 SALES 447.00 
24 6200 PUPC.HASED 120.00 
25 62CC BIPTHS 195.00 
26 f>ZOl'l SAL~S 23.00 
27 1>~00 CEATt'S 39. 00 
23 621)1) SALES z.oo 
29 6300 PURCHAS~D l.Oo 
3') 6300 BloTHS 185. o·o 
31 63CO SALES 71 .oo 
32 63"~ OEATHS 63.00 
H 6300 PUF.Ct'ASF.D a.oo 
34 63(") R!;.; T!I·~ 147.00 
35 6300 SALE.S 82. 00 
36 6300 DEUHS 15.00 l.oo 
37 6300 PUOCHASFG !.~· 1 .oo 
39 b30".' SAL FS 33.00 
39 :, }:)I) '."'· .... · !."!l'f~ 1.00 
40 b,~) P'J~:H!ISEli 9.00 
41 63·"~ B!Rl H~ 11.00 
42 630~ BIP. THS 16.00 
43 63(11) SAU:S 92.50 
44 63f'O DEATHS 17. 00 
'+5 bV)~ P•J?CHASF.11 l.M 
46 0300 ::H~ ~...,s 120. oc I\) ---.J 
TABLE IX 
SAMPLE OUTPUT FROM ENTERPRISE SUMMARY (RECORD TYPE 8) 
COSTF!NDEP DA.TA FETRIFVAL SYSTEM - RETPIEVAL PROGRAM 
SAMPLE JA.TA FOP 1UTPUT ElCAMPl ES 
ENTERPRISE SUMMARY (RECORD TYPE 81 
Wl<EA.T I 76 
LINE FARM " Tl CODE OEFI NITI ON UN_ TS POJNOS DOLL A< S 94 650C 0 45 SEEDS & PLANTS 52.00 ~,!>!::l.) 407.35 
95 !0500 0 45 SEEDS & PLAl'ITS 215.CO 
96 6700 0 45 SEEDS f. PLANTS 201.33 21, oao.o l, !>50. 07 
97 6800 0 45 SEEDS f. PLANTS 53C'.83 9,560.0 l,146.08 
98 6900 0 45 SEEDS r. PL A.NTS 609.0 176 .20 
9'1 6900 0 45 SEEDS & PLANTS 5B. l9 
100 6900 0 45 SEEDS f. PLANTS 1,271.06 
101 1200 0 "" FEPTILI ZER-LIME 3,456.41 102 1200 0 lt6 FER TIL I ZER-L IME 13.18 26,360.0 3,20~.58 
103 1700 0 46 FE~ TI Ll Z ER-LI ME l,840.6<; 
104 l 700 0 46 FER TI LI ZER- LI HE l,840.6'l 
105 6200 0 46 FE~ Tl LIZER-LI HE 524.40 103 ,212. () 11,338.92 
l "6 6200 J 46 FERTILIZER-LI ME 1,000.00 
107 62CC 0 46 FEP TI LI ZER-LJ ME 86.25 375,240.0 30,163.50 
11)0 6200 ') 46 FE< Tl LI ZE:R-l!ME 36.00 71,530.0 9,570.99 
10'1 6200 0 46 FEP Till ZER-ll 'IE 22,025.21 
110 63CC' 0 46 FE' Tl LI ZEP-LI Mc 93.00 5,42~.~7 
11 l ,,r,oo () 4~ FEP Tl LIZER- LI ME 3, 788.26 
112 6700 0 46 ff" Tl LI ZER-L H4f 14,820.0 l,J96.61 
113 6900 0 46 FEP Tl LI l ER-LI ME 8170.00 2,000.0 i, o~ 1. ~ ~ 
114 69()0 0 46 FEPTILIZER-LIME 28 loOO 47,110.0 6,041.32 
115 6900 0 41, FERTILIZER-LIME 1640 60 430' 160. 0 26,769.18 
116 6900 0 46 FEPTILIZER-LIME 11.0, 112,375.!'.I 21,125.37 
117 1200 0 47 MACHINE HIRE 1975.00 l,864.13 
118 '>200 0 47 '1ACHINE Hio.E Bf> 7 .60 1052 ,450.0 6,22b.47 
lH 6200 0 47 '1A:HINE HICE 375.00 4,t,U6.C6 
120 b200 c 47 ~ACHINE HIRE 15,3110.00 
121 620~ 'J 47 '11\CH!NF HIO!' 2 72 .oo 3,570.l)(l 
122 t>2"" 47 ·'1A:HINE H!•E 12,868.20 
123 6300 0 41 MACHINE? H!D E 90. 00 1?' .OC' 
124 63CO 0 4f MACHINE H! 0 f 101 .00 1·~3,07-t'.:J 1 dC'3.83 
125 6500 " 4/ V.ACHINE Hf<E 850.0C ',)41.13 
126 6700 0 47 '1ACHI"IE HI>E • ~;)q.5~ 
12 7 oBOC 0 47 MACH!Nt HPf 5° I .6 7 .i, 5~t>. 10 
12a 6900 0 47 '1ACHl'IO: Hl'E &0.50 '>,5&$.00 
129 &900 ; 47 'IA.CHINE H!<f 81 4. 3C ?l,323.23 
13') 69~" 1 47 ~Acri· 'I· ......... ( 11 t q4_., • 'tH 
131 620C c 4. St•DPL IF s 16. I l 
132 6200 0 4d SUPPL!"S ?'l.:):) 
133 6>1)() 0 48 SLJPPL!fS L46. ~·C' 
134 6HJC j 4b SUPPL !ES lb'lob1 
L 3 '> 680~ 1 4~3 !>!JPPLJOS 22.0( 713. 76 
lJG t.,rJ"'I':' 1,.~ ~'If''"'~.! f- s 269.80 
l -; I L9C) 4: ,JODLH:S 3.00 , 74. 9 l f\) 
co 
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enterprise, with the enterprise number and definition list~d in the 
page heading. The Account and TI codes, the TI Code Definition, and 
the units, pounds, and dollars reported for each line are also printed. 
Beginning in 1974, a figure for beginning operating inventory is 
stored for each enterprise. The total beginning inventories of raised 
products, supplies, items purchased for resale; and depreciable live-
stock and vehicles are summed to comprise this figure. The Retrieval 
program will print this inventory value with Account equal to 5, TI 
equal to 09, and Code Definition "BEG. INVENTORY." 
Data with Accounts 7, 8, and 9 are also stored in this section. 
These Accounts indicate, respectively, births, weanings, and deaths 
for livestock enterprises and planting, harvest, and casualty losses 
for crop enterprises. For these figures, the appropriate definition, 
such as "CROP PLANTINGS" will be printed, rather than the normal TI 
definition, simply indicating grain. 
The sorting option also applies for Enterprise Summary data. If 
the sort is requested, Enterprise is the code upon which the primary 
sort is executed, followed by TI and farm number. The data is in 
order of farm number, Enterprise, the TI if the sort is not requested. 
Since a new page is begun each time a new enterprise is encountered, 
failure to specify the sort option will result in a page of output 
being printed for each enterprise of each farm, rather than simply a 
new page for each enterprise. 
Data from the Enterprise Summary can be specified from either or 
both of two parts of the input form, Parts 7 and 10. Part 7 allows 
the listing of Enterprise codes for which all data is to be printed. 
Part 10 is used to list combinations of TI and Enterprise for which 
data is retrieved. 
Card Input 
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Card input for the Retrieval program is prepared from information 
coded on the retrieval input form (Figure 1). The input form is 
divided into four sections. Section I is used to specify user informa-
tion and the year for which data files are to be read. Sections II 
through IV deal directly with determining which records will be selected 
from the files. These three sections contain a total of 15 parts. At 
least one part of each section must be completed for output to be 
obtained. Figure 1 contains the completed input form which was used to 
generate the output examples (Tables II through IX) shown in this 
chapter. 
Section I: Title 
The first line of input allows the user to input 76 characters 
of identifying information. The second line is used to specify the 
year for which data is reQuested. The year is used to determine which 
of the Costfinder input files are to be loaded for processing. To 
facilitate output readability, user provided identifying information 
and the data year are printed as a heading on each page of output. As 
shown in Figure 1, "SAMPLE DATA FOR OUTPUT EXAMPLES" is entered as the 
title. On the next line, it is shown that data files for 1974 are 






PART 1: RECORD TYPES 
COSTFINDER DATA RETRIEVAL SYSTEM 
RETRIEVAL INPUT 
~jN·!PLE DAT/\ '!"'OR OUTPUT EXR'PLES 
l• 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8 -·--·--·--·--·--·--·--·--
PART 2: RECORD TYPES TO BE SORTED (TYPES 1 AND 6 ARE NEVER SORTED) 
2• 2 • 3 • 4 • 5 • R • -·--·--·--·--·--·--
SECTION III 
PART 3: AREAS 
3. 6 . . • . . -·--·--·--·--·--·-- -- -- --
PART 4: COUNTIES 
4 . l"'· 17· 'l2· .......•••. _,__ ._.__ . __ -_.__ . _  __ , __ . __ . __ , ___ , ___ , __ , ___ , __ , __ , __ 
4 . • • . . . . . • • . . • • • _, ___ , ___ . ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___  ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , __ _ 
PART '1: FARMS 
_?; ' . ----
5; 
.. ____ --------- ·-·-----




PART 6: TI (RECORD TYPES 2 AND 3) 
6 . 0 2 • 44 .• 17 . . . . Ii • • • • • • • -'--'--'--'--· , __ , __ , __ , __ , __ , __ , __ , __ , __ , __ , __ 
6. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
-'---'---'---'---'--~'---'---'---'---'---'---'--'---'---'--~ 
PART 7: ENTERPRISE (RECORD TYPE 8) 
7. 76 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
-'--~'___ , ___ ,___ , ___ ,___ ,___ ,___ ,___ ,___ ,___ ,___ , __ , ___ ,__ _ 
7. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
-'--~'---'---'--~'--~'---'---'---'---'---'---'----'---'--·-'---
PART 8: ACCOUNT/TI (RECORD TYPE 1) 
8•3/96;3/97·/ ;/ ;/ ;/ ;/ ;/ ;/ ;/ ;/ ;/ ;/ ;/ ;/ _,_ - - _,_ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
8; I ; I • I ; I ; I ; I ; I ; I ; I ; I ; I ; I ; I ; I • I - - - - _,_ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _,_ -
PART 9: ACCOUNT/ENTERPRISE (RECORD TYPE 1) 
9; 7/lfl;!>/10; I • I ; I ; I ; I ; I ; I ; I ; I ; I ; I ; I ; I - - - - - - _,_ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
'}_;_/_;_J_;_/_;_/_;_/_;_/_;_/_;_/_;_/_;_/_;_/_;_/_;_/_. _·;_/_;_/_ 
PART 10: TI/ENTERPRISE (RECORD TYPES 1 AND 8) 
10·51/21· I • I ; I ; I ; I ; I ; I ; I ; I ; I ; I ; I ; I ; I _, __ , __ ,_ - - - - - - - - ---- -- -- ---- -- -- -- -- ---- -- -- -- -- -
10· I ; I ; I ; I ; I ; I ; I ; I ; I ; I ; I ; I ; I ; I ; I _, ______ --- ----- ---------------- - - --- -------- -- --
Figure 1. (Continued) 
w 
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PART 11: ACCOUNT/TI/ENTERPRISE (RECORD TYPE 1) 




PART 12: ACCOUNTS PAYABLE AND RECEIVABLE (RECORD TYPE 4) 
g;_2_;_ 
PART 13: PAYROLL CLASSIFICATIONS (RECORD TYPE 6) 
13 . l . ') . 8 . q • • • • • _,__ ,_-_,_,_. , __ , __ , __ , __ , __ 
PART 14: LIVESTOCK SUMMARY CODES (RECORD TYPE 7) 
~;_1 _2_;_3_;_i_;_6_;_; _ 
_!!;_2_ _2_;_3_;_5_;_6_; __ ; __ 
_!!; __ . . . . . ___ ,___ ,___ ,___ , ___ ,__ _ 
PART 15: INVENTORY CATEGORIES (RECORD TYPE 5) 
.. !.~_;~;~;~; __ ; __ ; __ ; __ ; __ ; __ ; __ ; __ ; __ ; __ ; __ 
Figure 1. (Continued) 
w 
w 
Section II: Record Types 
Part 1. This part must be completed. The numbers of the record ---,- ,..... 
types to be read and checked for the code and farm specifications in 
Sections III and IV are entered. 
~£· As noted earlier, the program includes an optional sort 
for data from all record types except Types 1 and 6. In this part, 
the numbers of the record types for which the sort is requested are 
entered in the same manner as in Part 1. The record type codes used 
in Parts 1 and 2 are listed in Table XXII of the Appendix. 
Section II of the completed input form (Figure 1) indicates that 
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all record types are selected (Part 1) • Part 2 shows that Record Types 
2, 3, 4, 5, and 8 are chosen to be sorted. Of the record types for 
which the sort is available, only Type 7 is not sorted. 
Section III: Farm Identification 
Information listed in this section determines the farms for which 
data is checked for the codes specified in Section IV. One of the 
three parts in this section must be completed to obtain output. All 
three parts may be completed, if needed. 
Part l_. The area numbers for which data is examined are listed 
here. The area is indicated by the first digit of the farm number. 
Part l±,. The county numbers to be selected are listed in this 
part. The county is designated by the first two digits of the farm 
number. Figure 5 of the Appendix, an Oklahoma map, shows the numbers 
of all counties (to be used in Part 4). The area number (used in 
Part 3) is indicated by the first digit of the county number. 
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Part .2.· The numbers of individual farms for which records are 
to be examined are listed in Part 5. These farm numbers must be 
listed in ascending order. Information on specific farm numbers, such 
as the specific numbers of beef farms, to be used in sampling, must 
be obtained from the central Costfinder office. It .is emphasized that, 
though farm numbers are made available for research purposes, these 
farm numbers are not to be published in any way such that data may be 
attributed to a particular farm. 
Section III of the completed input form (Figure 1) lists the 
following input information: in Part 3, Area 6 (southwest Oklahoma) 
is selected. In Part .4, Counties 12, 17, and 52 (Texas, Woodward, and 
Wagoner counties, respectively, are listed. In Part 5, Farm Number 
0174 (a hypothetical test farm) is entered. Data from farms having 
these numbers are examined for code specifications from Section IV. 
Section IV: Code Specification 
The codes entered in this section are the final criteria used to 
determine if a particular record is printed and stored for further 
processing. Parts 6 through 11 are used to list individual, or com-
binations of, the basic Costfinder codes (Account, Transaction-Item, 2 
and Enterprise). Parts 12 through 15 are used to list special codes 
which catalogue the data on file, and are not a part of the basic code 
structure used for reporting by the cooperators. Again, completion 
of at least one part of this section is required to obtain data. 
2 Hereafter referred to as TI. 
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Part .£. This part is used to list TI codes to be selected. The 
listed TI's are checked against the TI's of records .in the Cash Flow 
and Credit Summaries (Record Types 2 and 3). 
Part l· Enterprise codes are listed in this part. All Enterprise 
Summary data (Record Type 8) having enterprise numbers listed here 
will be printed. 
Part 8. This part is. used for the recording of combinations of --
Account and TI. Data from the Transaction Journal (Record Type 1) is 
checked for the codes listed here. 
Part 2_. The same format as in Part 8 applies in Part 9, used to 
list combinations of Account and Enterprise. Records are taken from 
the Transaction Journal for the code combinations listed. 
Part 1Q.. Data from two record types can be accessed with the 
codes listed in Part 10, combinations of TI and Enterprise. The Trans-
action Journal and Enterprise SUilll!Uµ'.y, Record Types 1 and 8, are 
checked for these combinations. 
~ ll· Combinations of all three basic codes, Account, TI, and 
Enterprise are entered here. This is the most specific breakdown of 
codes available in the retrie_yE!J. system, and is used in examining data 
from the Transaction Journal. 
The lists of Account, TI, and Enterprise codes used in Parts 6 
through 11 are found in the Appendix; Accounts in Table XXIII, TI's in 
Table XXIV, and Enterprises in Table XXV. 
The first digit of the TI and Enterprise codes represents a broad 
classification. For example, TI = 44 represents feed purchased; the 
first digit, 4, represents a current farm production expense. Enter-
prise= 21 denotes grade dairy cows; all Enterprises beginning with 2 
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denote some type of dairy operation. Th~refore, input data for the 
retrieval program specifying the second digit of TI or Enterprise as 0 
effects the program to print all records having the same first digit 
as is coded, regardless of the second digit stored for the record on 
file. The only exception to this feature is for TI's and Enterprises 
where the first digit is also zero. 
The following input information is listed in Parts 6 through 11 of 
Figure 1: 
Part 6: TI's 02, 44, and 17 (records for loans received, feed 
purchased, and raised grains sold) are selected from the Cash 
Flow and Credit Summaries (Record Types 2 and 3). 
Part 7: Data from the Enterprise Summary (Record Type 8) for 
wheat (76) enterprises are selected. 
Part 8: Data with Account 3 and TI's 96 and 97 (trades of motor 
vehicles and machinery and equipment) are selected from the 
Transaction Journal (Record Type 1). 
Part 9: Accounts 7 and 9 for all Enterprises between 10 and 19 
(births and deaths of animals assigned to all beef enterprises) 
are selected from the Transaction Journal. 
Part 10: Records with TI 51 and Enterprise 21 (veterinary medicine 
expense for grade dairy cows) are selected from the Transaction 
Journal and Enterprise Summary. 
Part 11: Combinations of Account 5, TI 99, and Enterprise 76 
(inventory of land assigned to wheat enterprises), Account 4, 
TI 17, and Enterprise 72 (internal transfer of raised grain income 
to corn enterprises) and Account 4, TI 44, and Enterprises 40-49 
(internal transfer of feed expense to all swine enterprises) 
are selected from the Transaction Journal. 
The re~ining parts (12 through 15) are used to specify codes 
which are not a part of the basic code structure. 
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Part 12. Information coded on this line obtains data from the 
Loan, Account Payable, and Account Receivable Summary (Record Type 4). 
This data is divided into two groups; (1) loans and accounts parable, 
and (2) accounts receivable. The numbers in parentheses are the codes 
used to access the data. 
As shown in Part 12 of Figure 1, a 2 is coded, indicating selection 
of accounts receivable. 
Part 13. Records from the Payroll Summary (Record TyYe 6) are 
printed by completion of this line. There are nine classifications 
of data in this summary, the codes for which are found in Table XXVI 
of the Appendix. 
Part 13 of Figure 1 shows the codes entered for classifications 1, 
2, 8, and 9. Data is printed for net cash wages paid, FICA tax with-
held, state income tax withheld, and federal income tax withheld. 
Part 14. This part is used to access the data for the Livestock 
Numbers Summary (Record Type 7). The first blank line in this part 
is filled in with the livestock specie code for which information is 
requested. The remaining blanks are filled in with one or more of 
the six codes for this information. The specie codes and information 
codes are listed in Table XXVII in the Appendix. 
Information coded in Part 14 of Figure 1 indicates that records 
are printed for purchases, births, sales, and deaths (the codes 2, 3, 
5, and 6 on each line) of beef and dairy cattle (1 and 2 coded on the 
first blank of each line). 
~12.· Records from the Inventory Summary (Record Type 5) are 
selected using the information entered here. Beginning and ending 
inventory dollar values are on file for 14 general categories, the 
codes for which are listed in Table XXVIII of the Appendix. 
In Part 15 of Figure 1, the codes 04, 05, and 10 are entered. 
This indicates selection of inventory values for beef, dairy, and 
machinery, respectively. 
Operation of the Retrieval Program 
The discussion of the computer model will be presented in the 
same sequence as the operations are performed within the program. A 
flow chart of the program which indicates the major components and 
operations is presented in Figure 2. All references to sections or 
parts relate to the input form (Figure 1). 
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The first step taken by the retrieval program is reading and 
storing the card input data. When a card is read in, control is 
transferred to one of 15 blocks of statements, the correct block for 
a particular card determined by the part number (from the input form). 
Each blo.ck will transfer the card data to the storage table for that 
part. 
When all input .data has been stored, the Balance Forward file is 
opened. This file is read one record at a time, with three checks 
being made to determine if the record has been requested by the user: 
(1) if the record type was specified in Section II, (2) if the area, 
county, or farm number was specified in Section III, and (3) if the 
applicable code or codes for that record type were specified in Section 
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If all three checks are positive, the record is stored on the temporary 
file for that record type. 
When the end of the Balance Forward file is encountered, control 
is passed to the sort procedure. The table generated by the data 
coded in Part 2 is checked to determine if the temporary file for a 
record type is to be sorted in the order of its specifying code or 
codes. In this case, a secondary sort of farm number is also performed. 
If the record type has not been specified in Part 2, the primary sort 
is on farm number, the secondary sort is on the specifying code or 
codes. After the applicable sort is performed, the temporary file for 
a record type is transferred to a "master" temporary file containing 
all selected records from the Balance Forward file. 
When the selected Balance Forward file has been created, the 
program begins reading and selecting data from the Master Transaction 
file. This procedure is executed in much the same manner as in reading 
the Balance Forward file. Before the file is opened, a check is made 
to determine if Record Type 1 is specified in Part 1. If it is not, 
this section is bypassed. Otherwise, the file is read one record at 
a time and the remaining two checks are performed: (1) if the area, 
county, or farm number are requested, and (2) if any of the specifying 
code combinations are requested. If either check is negative, another 
record is read from the file. If both checks are positive, control is 
passed to the output ,section. When the end of the Master Transaction 
file is encountered, the selected Balance forward file is opened. As 
only the desired records remain on this file, no checks or manipulations 
are performed. After each record is read, control immediately transfers 
to the output procedure, In the case of each file, after the record is 
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printed, the program returns and reads another record. At the end of 
the selected Balance Forward file, execution is completed. 
The Retrieval program has been constructed such that a.ny data 
which is stored on Costfinder files may be specified by card input, 
printed, and stored for further use. Specification of records is done 
by means of the identifying codes used by Costfinder. Instructions on 
'preparation of card input using the Costfinder codes have been. 
written. 
CHAPTER III 
THE EDITING PROCEDURE 
This chapter will introduce and discuss the computer routine 
written to delete unusable or unwanted data from the file created by 
the Retrieval program. The card input required, the oper~tion of the 
program, and the output generated will be discussed. Also included 
are an explanation of the steps to be taken when the editing process 
is completed, and presentation of the format of the data files which 
will be available for further processing. The Editing program is 
written in COBOL for processing on an IBM Model 360 computer. Four 
data files are required for processing; the card input file, the input . 
file generated by the Retrieval program, a temporary file used within 
the program for sorting purposes, and an output file for the edited 
data. 
Th~ Editing procedure provides three methods of identifying the 
records to be deleted from the file. A single line of data may be 
removed by specifying the record type and line number of that line. 
An entire section of data for a cettain farm may be deleted by speci~ 
fying the record type and farm number. Finally, all data of all record 
types for a farm may be deleted by specifying the farm number. 
Card Input 
Card input.for the Editing procedure is prepared from information 
43 
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coded on the editing input form (Figure 3). This form is divided into 
two sections. Section I is used to specify a title to be printed in 
the output. Section II is used to provide the information determining 
which records are to be deleted from the data file·. 
Section 1= Title 
The first line of input allows the user to list up to 76 characters 
of identifying information. The second line is used to li.st the 
year of the data being edited. As in the Retrieval program, this 
information is printed as an output heading. It is important that this 
information clearly identify the data being edited, as the file created 
by the Retrieval program does not store the title or data year. 
Section II: Editing Information 
The information given in this section determines which records 
are to be deleted from the data file. There are three methods of 
specifying the data to be edited, any one or all of which may be used. 
Part 1.· This part.is used to specify individual lines to be 
edited. The record type of the line and the line number should be 
listed. 
Figure 3, the editing input form, is completed with the input 
used to process an example of the Editing program. The entries made 
in Part 1 show that line 104 from the Cash Flow Summary (Record Type 
2), lines 460, 462, and 464 from the Credit Summary (Record Type 3), 
and lines 31, 38, and 40 from the Inventory Summary (Record Type 5), 
are to be deleted. 






PART l: RECORD TVPE/LINE HTJMRF.U 
COSTFINDER DATA RF.TRIEV/\L S'!STEU 
EDITINr: INPUT 
SAMPLE DATA FOR OUTPUI' EXA'·fi'LES 
1;2/ 104;3/ 460;3/ 462;3/ 464;5/ 31;5/ 18;5/ 40; I ; I ; I ; / ; I ; I ; I ; I - - ----- - ----- -- _,..,. - ---- ..... ---- - ......._ ........... - ----- ... ........__ - ............ ~ ....._,., - ..-.- -~ - - - -
PART 2: Rf.CORD TYPE/FARH NlMBE'll 
.~.;1./ ~;l./6600 ;_I_;_/ _;_I _;_j _;_I_;_/ _;_!_;_/_;_l_;_l_;_!_;_I _;_/ _ 
PART 3: FARM NIT.f!ffP. 
1.; n l 14 , , , , , , , • -: . . • ., ,, ___ _ 




and farm number for which data is to be edited. These entries must be 
made in ascending order of farm number. If more than one record type 
for one farm number are entered, these must be listed in ascending 
order of record type. 
Part 2 of Figure 3 shows that all data from the Cash Flow Summary 
(Record Type 2) and the Livestock Numbers Summary (Record Type 7) for 
farm number 6600 are to be deleted. In processing of the program, 
the entire farm number is used. But, as noted earlier, farm numbers 
are not to be used in publications in any way that could attribute 
data to a specific farm. 
~ l· This part. is used to enter farm numbers for which all 
data on file are to be deleted. These numbers must also be listed in 
ascending order. 
Part 3 of Figure 3 shows that all data from farm number 0174 (a 
hypothetical test farm) are to be removed. 
Output of the Editing Program 
All records which are not deleted by the Editing program are 
printed in the same formats as discussed in Chapter II for the Retrieval 
program. After all the lines which are kept in each of the eight out-
put sections have been printed, the Editing program will print one of 
two messages. If, as in the output shown in Table X, no records are 
deleted, the program will print, "THERE WERE NO LINES DELETED FROM THIS 
SECTION." If, as .shown in Table XI, lines were deleted, the program 
prints, "THE FOLLOWING LINES WITH RECORD TYPE HAVE BEEN 
DELETED." Following the printing of this line, the line number and 
farm number of each line removed from the file are printed under the 
TABLE X 
SAMPLE OUTPUT WITH NO LINES DELETED 
COSTFINOEP DATA '<ETO l~VAl SYSTEM - ED!T'"IG O<QGPAM 
SA"IPLE DATA FOR 1UTP~T EXAMPlf~ 
ENT~•PRISE SUMMAoY t•ECO•.D TYP~ Bl 
WHEAT ( 76 
LINE FAoM A T! CODE DEFINITIJ"I U"I ITS oJJ'iDS DOU A0 S 
138 L70C 0 so AD"IIN EXP 18 08 l 
139 1700 0 50 ADMl!ll EXP 18 .a1 
140 62CO 0 50 AOMIN EXP 6.25 
141 6200 0 5r: ADMIN EXP 31. 76 
142 6500 0 50 AOMilll EXP l~.00 
143 670(' 0 5C ADMIN EXP 520. or 
144 6900 n 5') ADMIN EXP 40.00 
145 1200 tl 52 GAS-FUEL-OIL 1246000 1,723.03 
146 6200 0 52 GAS-FUEL-DI L 111.10 58.27 
147 6800 0 52 GAS-FUE L-01 L 3.00 418.26 
148 69CC 0 52 GAS-FUE L-01 L 1037.00 470.16 
14;1 6900 IJ 52 ';AS-FUEL-OIL 1988.00 1, 59). 72 
150 1700 0 53 STORAGE 1622. 83 476.99 
151 1701) c 53 STO~AGE 1622.83 476.99 
152 6200 J 53 STO<IAGE 1,703.18 
153 6200 0 53 STORAGE 90.00 
154 6901' 0 53 STORAGE 40.57 
1.55 6900 0 53 STORAGE 1,614.69 
156 6200 0 54 pqJPEP.TY TAXES 25.7~ 
157 6200 0 55 GEN. FAR'4 INS. 2,566 .• 90 
158 62C'I' J 55 GEN,; FAPH I NS. 257 090 
159 6300 0 55 GENo FARM INS. 206.00 
160 6600 . 0 55 G0EN. FARM INS. 1,291.00 
161 6700 0 5~ GEN• FARM ! NS. 369.25 
162 6900 0 55 GEN. FARM. INS. 6,786.7G 
163 6900 0 55 GEN. FAPM INS 0 4,021.45 
164 1200 0 56 FM. UTILITIES a.33 
165 69CC 0 56 FMo UTI LIT! ES 209. 'l6 
lC.6 68M 0 57 :ASH FAPM "E'H 9 32. 57 
167 69!'.'0 ·:: 57 CASH FARM P.ENT 4,521.ao 
168 12CC C' 58 FPGHT-T llUC K! NG s.oc: 
16'l 62CO •} 58 F~GHT-TPUCKl"IG 736.50 1~3~,51JC'.O 10374.~4 
170 6300. ~ 5S FR·;HT-T PJCKl'i.G 1307. 00 13) • 7C 
171 67CC :: 58 FC. "."1dT-T?UC KI Nr; 5,258.QC 
172 6?.~0 s• FR;HT-T~UCKl'l:; 7596.CO l!>S .'.)} 
l 73 6900 0 58 FDGHl-T•UCK!NG 7.13!'>.47 
1 74 6901) 0 58 FPCHT-TPLJCI<! ll<G 3,051.0~ 
i75 1,,201) 'J 77 ".;~AP..!· 
lA.lcl.Oq 
l 7!> '~YOO 0 17 . r;?A l': . 4536.16 ~1z,2qo.0 
l4.Bb4~')1 
l 71 ~~":-~ ~7 ·•.Acd• 'iC<V-l'Olll 0 l .CIC 
l, 750. or 
179 62':\C r % "1·1n° VEHICLES 
P·lt 2 50 .:>C 
179 6200 J 97 ~AC><INEPY-EQUIP 
1, 43~. ,.., 
18~ !>2n!J " 97 '4AC:Hl NEPY-EQ•J I~ 
U.4. 6 7 
181 6<l)C c· 97 .,.AC>'!NERY-EC'Jl P ... ,ooa.01.. 
.:::--
THEDE .... ~OF 'JC t !l'J~S 'lELFT;::=i Fr;·,·· Tt-115 5Ecr:r.~ .,...;i 
T "IE F Oll fJ WI NG 












e . 6200 
9 6200 
10 6200 




























SAMPLE OUTPUT WITH LINES DELETED 






































SAMPLE D'TA FU• DUTPUT cxAMPLES 
I NVF NTDPV SUMMA<IY 
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66, 950. 00 
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11, 200. 00 
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respective headings "LINE" and "FARM." The line numbers of the lines 
which are not deleted remain the same; that is, the Editing program 
does not consecutively renumber the remaining lines. 
Operation of the Editing Program 
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The discussion of the Editing computer model will be presented in 
the same sequence as the operations are performed within the program. 
A flow chart of the program which indicates the major operations is 
presented in Figure 4. References to parts relate to the editing 
input form (Figure 3). 
As in the Retrieval program, the Editing program begins by 
reading and storing the card input data. As each input card is read, 
control is passed to one of three blocks of statements, depending on 
the part number. Each block transfers the card data to the storage 
table for that part. 
When all card input data has been stored, the program examines 
the storage tables to determine if any data is to be edited by farm 
number. If either or both of Parts 2 and 3 have been completed, 
control passes to a section which begins by sorting the tape input 
file. This file is sorted on ascending order of farm number, with 
the sorted data being stored on a temporary file and the unsorted 
tape input file being left intact. The sorted file is read one 
record at a time, with the farm number and record type of each line 
matched against elements of the storage tables composed of card input 
from Parts 2 or 3, which are also in ascending order by farm number. 
If these checks determine that a line is to be deleted, the record 
type and line number of that line are entered in the storage table 
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composed of the line numbers to be edited. When all records of the 
sorted file have been read, the editing storage table will contain the 
numbers of all lines to be deleted, specified by each of the three 
methods. 
When all line numbers to be deleted have been placed in the edit-
ing storage table (or, if only line numbers were entered in card input 
and the operations described in the previous paragraph were not per-
formed) control is transferred to a section which sorts the editing 
storage table. The elements of the table are placed in ascending 
order of record type. Within each record type, the elements are sorted 
in ascending line number order. 
After the sorted editing table has been constructed, the original 
tape input file is opened and read one record at a time. The record 
type and line number of each line are matched against the editing table 
to determine if the line is to be deleted. If so, the line number 
and farm number of the line are stored, to be printed at the end of 
the output section for that record type. After the numbers are stored, 
control returns to read the next record from the tape input file. If 
the line is not to be deleted, it is printed (in the same format as 
in the Retrieval program) and stored on the tape output file, after 
which control again returns to read the input file. 
As each record is read from the input file, a check is made to 
determine if a new record type is encountered. If so (determining 
the end of a section of output), one of the messages shown in the out-
put examples (Tables X and XI) is printed, indicating whether or not 
lines with that record type have been deleted. If lines have been 
deleted, the line and farm numbers of each deleted line are printed. 
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After all editing information is printed, control returns to process 
the record read in when the new record type was encountered. When the 
end of the tape input file is encountered, indicating the end of the 
last section of output, editing information for that section is printed, 
after which execution is completed. 
The Editing procedure may be processed as many times as necessary 
to remove all unwanted data from the file. When all editing is com-
pleted, a third procedure must be executed to prepare the data for 
processing by user-written computer programs. 
Renumbering and Conversion of Data 
There are two factors which, in most cases, prevent the use of 
data gathered by this system immediately after final editing has 
been processed. First, the Editing procedure leaves the data file 
with non-consecutive line numbers where lines have been deleted. 
Second, the Retrieval and Editing programs are written in COBOL. COBOL 
is an efficient language for the operations performed by record keeping 
programs; i.e., large scale data manipulations and the copying of this 
data onto tape files. However, a more efficient language for the 
aggregation of record data is FORTRAN. The two languages are not com-
patible, in that FORTRAN will not read a data file created by COBOL. 
The renumbering and conversion procedure, to be processed 
following final editing, eliminates these problems. The procedure 
requires no user input, other than file information entered in Job Con-
trol Language. Processing requires one input file, the tape file 
created by final editing, and eight output files, one for each record 
type. 
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The first step of the procedure, renumbering, involves the use 
of a special section of the Editing program. The output generated 
(Table XII) is identical to the final editing output, with three ex-
ceptions: (1) the lines are renumbered consecutively, removing all 
"gaps" caused by deletion of lines, (2) output indicating which lines 
have been deleted, as discussed earlier in this chapter, is not print-
ed, and (3) the title, second line of the page heading, will consist 
only of the word "RENUMBER." 
The tape output of the renumbering step is stored on a temporary 
file, to be passed on as input to the second step, data conversion. 
The data conversion program is written in PL-1, and re-formats the 
data file created by COBOL programs so that it may be used as input 
to programs written in FORTRAN or PL-1.1 The conversion program re-
moves the two characteristics of COBOL storage that are incompatible 
with FORTRAN operations. The two languages are incompatible because 
COBOL utilizes a notation which allows more compact storage of data 
and a notation which stores the last digit of a figure and its 
operational sign in the same column. 
The conversion program also places data of each record type on a 
separate tape file. Each type of data has a different record length. 
The use of a single file with variable record lengths is efficient, 
and presents no special programming problems in COBOL, but is beyond 
the scope of a FORTRAN program written for simple aggregation purposes. 
Therefore, the conversion program generates a separate, fixed record 










































SAMPLE OUTPUT FROM RENUMBERING 
CJSTFlNOEq DATA ~ET~IEVAL SYSTEH - EJITING PROGRAM 
INVENT~~y SUMMARY I RECORD TYPE 51 
TI CAT DESCRIPTION BEG. DOLLARS 
4 BEEF 204,242.&0 
4 BEE.F 120r602o38 
4 BEEF 5,775.00 
4 BEEF 13,ZQO.JO 
4 BEEF 57,771.35 
4 BEEF &3, 187. 50 
4 BEEF 49, 369.30 
4 BEEF 150,699.70 
4 BEEF 't9r892.JO 
4 BEEF 41,600. 00 
4 BEEF ~O, 52h25 
4 BEEF 5,3JO.DO 
4 BEEF 21,082.33 
4 BEEF 21t., .. 65Z.95 
4 BEEF 23, 150.06 
It BEEF• 134, 352.16 
4 BEEF 39, 076.81 
4 BEEF 64,639.35 
4 BEEF 40,260.00 
4 BEEF 5B,137.53 
4 BEEF 31t,263.00 
4 BEEF 35,965.00 
5 DAIRY 66,950.00 
5 DAIRY 35,960.00 
5 DAIRY H,225.00 
5 DAIRY 11,200.00 
5 OURY 27,138.00 
10 MACHINERY 
10 HA!:HI NERY 
10 MACHINERY 
10 HACH! NERY 
10 MACHINERY 
10 HACH! NE RY 
10 HACH! NE RY 
10 MACHINERY 200.00 
10 MACHINERY 
10 MACHI NERY 
E~D. DlLLARS 























length tape output file for data of each record type. The program 
generates no printed output. 
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With the processing of the renumbering and conversion procedures, 
the data selected by the Costfinder Data Retrieval System may be used 
as input to any user-written programs. It may also be used in packaged 
programs, such as the Statistical Analysis System or Econometric 
Analysis System, which utilize a "free format" system for input. The 
format of each type of data, as stored by processing of the conversion 
program, is shown in Tables XIII through XX. These tables include 
each data item which is stored, as well as the record column or 
columns in which each item is stored. The FORTRAN notation of non-
integer items is shown in parentheses. 
The Editing procedure has been designed to provide an efficient 
method of deleting undesirable data from the file generated by the 
Retrieval program. It provides three methods of designating the data 
to be removed. An input form outlining the entry of these specifica-
tions and instructions for completing the form were also developed. 
The two-step conversion procedure was devised to prepare the data for 
input to other computer routines. 
TABLE XIII 
STORED FORM.f\.T OF TRANSACTION .JOURNAL 
DATA (RECORD TYPE 1) 
Column 
1 
2. - 5 


















Transaction - Item 
General - Detail 
Enterprise 
Units (Fl0.2) 




STORED FORMAT OF CASH FLOW SUMMARY 
DATA (RECORD TYPE 2) 
Column 
1 
2 - 5 
















STORED FORMAT OF CREDIT SUMMARY 
DATA (RECORD TYPE 3) 
Column Item 
1 
2 - 5 
















Transaction - Item 
General 
Units (Fl0.2) 
Pounds (Fll. l) 
Dollars (Fl2. 2) 
STORED FORMAT OF LOAN, ACCOUNT PAYABLE, 
AND ACCOUNT RECEIVABLE SUMMARY 
DATA (RECORD TYPE 4) 
Column Item 
1 
2 - 5 









Indicates whether record is 
payable or receivable (pay-
able = 1, receivable = 2) 
Beginning Year Balance (Fl2.2) 
Account Total (Fl2.2) 
Net Balance (Fl2.2) 




2 - 5 







2 - 5 











STORED FORMAT OF INVENTORY SUMMARY 





Indicates whether record is 
classified by Cateogry or TI 
(1 = Category, 2 = TI) 
Inventory Category or TI 
depending on Column 10 
Beginning Inventory (Fl2.2) 
Ending Inventory (Fl2.2) 
TABLE XVIII 
STORED FORMAT OF PAYROLL SUMMARY 





Net Cash Wages (Fl0.2) 
FICA Withheld (Fl0.2) 
Room & Board (Fl0.2) 
Home & Utilities (Fl0.2) 
Health Insurance (Fl0.2) 
Life Insurance (Fl0.2) 
Workers' Compensation (Fl0.2) 
State Income Ta.JC; Withheld (Fl0.2) 
Federal Income Tax Withheld (Fl0.2) 
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TABLE XIX 
STORED FORMAT OF LIVESTOCK NUMBERS SUMMARY 
DATA (RECORD TYPE 7) 
Column Item 
1 Record Type 
2 - 5 Line Number 
6 - 9 Farm Number 
10 Information Code 
11-20 Beef (!i'l0.2) 
21-30 Dairy (Fl0.2) 
31-40 Sheep (Fl0.2) 
41-50 Swine (Fl0.2) 
51-60 Other Livestock (Fl0.2) 
61-70 Poultry (Fl0.2) 
TABLE XX 
STORED FORMAT OF ENTERPRISE SUMMARY 
DATA (RECORD TYPE 8) 
Column Item 
1 Record Type 
2 - 5 Line Number 
6 - 9 Farm Number 
10 Account 
11-12 Transaction - Item 
13-14 Enterprise 
15-24 Units (Fl0.2) 
25-35 Pounds ( Fll. l) 
36-47 Dollars (Fl2.2) 
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CHAPTER IV 
APPLICATIONS, SUMMARY, AND CONCLUSIONS 
Applications 
Research projects involving extensive use of Costfinder farm re-
cord data have been limited in the past by the difficulty of obtaining 
the data. The projects which have utilized this information, despite 
this difficulty, have found the data s~tisfactory in attaining their 
objectives, especially in studies requiring information in terms of 
value rather than detailed physical quantities. 
One project utilizing Costfinder records was done by Janssen and 
Tweeten, wh~ch examined property taxes in Oklahoma. 1 Property tax 
payments reported by a sample of Costfinder cooperators, chosen by 
predetermined income and ownership criteria, were obtained. The data 
were.used to calculate median property tax burden as a percentage of 
returns to unpaid labor, capital, and management. Retrieval of the 
data was achieved by ad hoc modification of a Costfinder retrieval 
program which w~s originally designed only to print .the entire data 
bank for a selected farm or farms. As noted in Chapter I, this type of 
modification is inefficient, in terms of computer costs, as well as 
time-consuming for the researcher. The needed data can be obtained by 
1Larry Janssen and Luther Tweeten, "Property Tax in Oklahoma: A 
Look at Some Criticisms," Oklahoma Business Bulletin, Vol. 41, No. 10 
(October, 1973), pp. 16-23. 
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use of the Retrieval System developed in this study by.the use of five 
input cards: one to identify the record type containing the data~ 
three to identify the farms in the sample, and one to specify the 
property tax records. 
A study by Carman involved the use of farm record data in Georgia. 2 
A sample of 42 dairy farms was chosen from cooperators of the Georgia 
Farm Accounting and Management System. The data were used to calculate 
measures of technical, price, and economic efficiency, with variable 
production costs aggregated into seven input categories and expressed 
in cost per dollar of output. Again, the data were obtained by use of 
a retrieval program written especially for the study. The use of such 
ad hoc programs can be criticized, in t4e majority of cases, due to the 
inability of many users to write such a program, in addition to the 
inefficiency of such programs, as mentioned earlier, and the limited 
time of the researcher, Data for a study of this nature c.an be easily 
accessed by the Retrieval Systei:n, the 'only programming reqilirement of 
the user being an aggregation routine, which, of course, is optional. 
The first test of data selected by tne Retrieval System was. in a 
paper by Spence. 3 The author selected a sample of 31 western Oklahoma 
farms where a majority of farm production came from beef, grain, and 
forage enterprises. Costfinder data was selected for income and expense 
items relating to these enterprises, and for inventories of land and 
2Cliffo:rd Morris Carman, "Measurements of Efficiency: The Farrell 
Approach," (unpublished Masters Thesis, University of Georgia, 1973). 
3Lyle C. Spence, "Estimating a Farm Firm Production Function for 
Western Oklahqma Wheat~Beef Farms" (unpublished Research Paper, 
Oklahoma State University, 1975). 
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beef cattle. These data, along with Costfinder data not stored on the 
permanent files (such as machinery inventory) were used as input in the 
estimation of a whole-farm.production function in Cobb-Douglas form. 
Wh~le the presentation of resUlts of the function estimation itself 
are beyond the scope of this study, Table XXI summarizes the data 
selected by the Retrieval System, as it was used as input in the esti-
mation procedure. The summary does not show the entire sample, but is 
intended as an example of the capabilities of the system. 
The discussion of possible applications, no matter how extensive, 
cannot do justice to the large range of prospective uses. However, 
other areas of study will be mentioned in general terms. 
Farm record data are probably best suited for micro analysis. 
The data may be used as input to the Budget Generator program. In turn, 
these budgets may be prepared as input to the LP-FARM program. The 
results provided by these programs may be valuable aids in farm 
management decision making. The estimates of capital requirements 
generated in these programs may also be used in the prediction of, and 
planning for credit needs. These needs may also be estimated by use 
of data on actual credit transactions. Costfinder data may also pro-
vide needed information for market analysis, both in the product and 
factor markets. Information on seasonal and regional price variability, 
and magnitude of quantity discounts is available. The area of.growth 
of farm firms may also be analyzed. Data may be obtained to study 
changes, over a period of time, in inventory, production, and equity 
positions, for example. 
One of the major difficulties in using farm record data for macro 
analysis is the difficulty of identifying the population of which the 
INCOME FROM VALUE OF STOCKERS 
BEEF, GRAIN - PURCHASED IN 
















SUMMARIZATION OF DATA SELECTED BY 
THE RETRIEVAL SYSTEM 
ACRES OF NUMBER OF 
ACRES OF PERMANENT BREEDING 
CROPLAND PASTURE 'CATTLE 
309 2037 106 
1332 129 24 
710 191 65 
1525 2717 279 
1632 284 13 
418 2123 230 
1020 500 32 
134 965 130 
740 120 84 
989 633 121 
421 314 35 
605 492 41 
89 743 51 
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firm providing the records is a member. However, there are several 
problem areas in which study is possible. Information is available 
to examine changing patterns of land use and livestock production. 
The information can permit not only a description of the changing 
patterns, but also an analysis of the underlying causes. I.n addition 
to the study of growth of individual farm firms, the growth dynamics 
of a given region may also be examined. Cross-sectional as well as 
time series data may be.obtained. The use of information on what 
farmers actually did permits researche~s to give a positive rather 
than a normative response to questions concerning policy issues. It 
is in this area that identification of the population becomes impera-
tive. If t~e census category of farms can be determined, information 
beyond that obtained in the census is available from farm records for 
analysis of various census subclasses. 
The potential and limitations in the use of farm record data have 
been discussed elsewhere, notably by Eisgruber 4 and Irwin .and 
Havlicek. 5 Two of the major problems in the use of Costfinder data 
will be examined here. Inaccurate reporting by the cooperators can 
result in incomparable data. Careful selection of the sample can, to a 
degree, help to avoid this problem. Output from the Costfinder Whole-
Farm Comparison program, available from the central staf:e', contains 
information on production.and returns for each farm. Selection of 
4L. M. Eisgruber, "Micro- and Macro-analytic Potential of Agricul-
tural Information Systems," Journal_of_~ __ Economics,V:ol. .. _49 (Decem-
ber, 1967) pp. 1541-1552. 
5George D. Irwin and Joseph Havlicek, Jr., "Tailoring Farm Account 
Projects to Answer Aggregate Questions," Journal of Farm Economics, 
Vol. 48 (December, 1966) pp. 1623-1628. ~~ 
farms using these criteria should result in a sample of records which 
have been carefully and accurately prepared. 
Inadequate or non-existent reporting of physical quantities is a 
second problem common to all record systems and no available solution 
is apparent. If the data is not reported by the farmer, no amount of 
computer technology can obtain it. The only alternative is to use the 
dollar value reported, assume representative prices and then compute 
quantity estimates, For most situations this procedure is unacceptable. 
Sununary 
The objectives of this study were to develop a system to retrieve 
Costfinder data, present it in a form acceptable for use in research 
projects, and to develop instructions to facilitate use of the system 
by researchers. By accomplishing these objectives, it is hoped that 
more use can be made of the great quantity of farm data available in 
the Costfinder system. 
The 1974 version of the Costfinder Report program caused the 
Balance Forward file, generated by the Report program, to be printed 
in a different format than the files printed before 1974. In order to 
use any year's Balance Forward data as input to a retrieval system, a 
computer routine was written to convert these files to a standardized 
format. 
The two permanent files (Balance Forward and Master Transaction) 
were then examined to determine the most useable methods of accessing 
their data. The chosen methods were used in the development of a com-
puter program which, using card input of data specifications employing 
these methods, selects, prints, and stores data from the Costfinder 
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files. All data stored on these files are accessable, using the proper 
specifications. A file of the data selected is stored for further 
processing. The three major means of access (record types, farm 
identification, and the specifying codes) were then used to construct 
an input form to aid in the preparation of card input data. Instruc-
tions have also been written to guide the user in the application of 
the Costfinder codes used to complete the input form and obtain the 
data desired. 
The limitations of farm record data are such that some of the 
information collected will not be useable in research projects. For 
this reason, a computer routine was written and designed to delete 
any user-specified data from the file generated by the Retrieval 
program. The program provides three ways to identify data to be edited 
from the file: specification of line numbers, each removing one line 
of data from the file, specification of record types and farm numbers, 
removing one or more records having the information specified, and 
specification of farm numbers, deleting all data for a particular 
farm or farms. As with the Retrieval program, an input form was devel-
oped to ease the preparation of input data containing these specifica-
tions, and instructions were written outlining the form in which they 
should be entered. 
Since most data selected by the system will require some form of 
aggregation, which will be most easily done by FORTRAN programs, a pro-
cedure was developed which converts the file generated by the Retrieval 
System from COBOL to FORTRAN notation. This procedure also renumbers 
the lines in consecutive order, correcting "gaps" caused by editing, 
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and stores each type of data on a separate file, eliminating the need 
for variable record length handling. 
Conclusions 
The Costfinder Data Retrieval system should prove to be a valuable 
tool in obtaining data for farm management research. It ,will save time 
and effort for those who have used Costfinder data in the past, despite 
the difficulty of collection, and hopefully will encourage its use 
by those who have been disinclined by the difficulty of collection. 
The need for future modification of the system will directly 
depend on future changes in Costfinder, one of which is the possibility 
of adopting a six-digit farm number rather than the current four-digit 
number. .This would necessitate modification of all programs in t~e 
Retrieval System. 
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F;igure 5. Oklahoma Map Showing Area and County Codes 
























RECORD TYPE CODES 
Description 
Transaction Journal 
Cash Flow Summary 
Credit Summary 
Loan, Account Payable, and 
Account Receivable Summary 
Inventory S~ary 
Payroll Summary 







Payment on a Charged Account 
Items Traded in or Received in Trade 
Internal Transfers Between Enter-
prises of the Firm 
Non-Depreciable Inventory 
Depreciable Inventory (Not Accessible 
by the Retrieval Sysi;;em) 
Livestock Births and C,rqp Plantings 
Livestock Weanings and Crop Harvest 




TRANSACTION - ITEM CODES 
Code Description 
Nonfarm Income 
01 Taxable Income 
02 Loans from Others 
Nonfarm Expense 
03 Deductable Expense 
04 Itemized Expense 
05 Personal Draw 
06 Loans to Others 
07 Undivided Utilities 
08 Undivided Auto Expense 
09 Memoranda 










19 Cash Crops 
20 Rental Income or Special 
21 Fruits and Nuts 




Meat Products or Special 
Other Livestock Products or 
Special 
26 Eggs 
27 Melons or Special 
28 Vegetables or Special 
29 Supplies Sold or Special 
30 Special Income 
31 Merchandise Received or 
Special 






Wood and Lumber 
35 Patronage Refunds 
36 Agriculture Program Payments 




























Seeds and Plants 





Veterinary Medicine Expense 






Freight - Trucking 
Conservation Expense 
Sale of Items Purchased 
For Resale 






















Purchase of Items Purchased 
For Resale 









79 Cash Crops 
80 
81 






85 Other Livestock 










Machinery and Equipment 
Buildings and Improvements 
Land 







96 Vehicles and Motors 
97 Machinery and Equipment 






Code Description Code Description 
10 BEEF General 62 Layers 
11 BEEF Breeding Grade 63 Ducks 
12 BEEF Breeding Purebred 64 Turkeys 
13 BEEF Growing (Stockers) 65 Geese 
14 BEEF Fattening 66 Guineas 
15-19 Special Beef 
70 Grain 
20 DAIRY General 71 Barley 
21 DAIRY Cows Grade 72 Corn 
22 DAIRY Cows Purebred 73 Grain Sorghum 
23 DAIRY Growing Replacements 74 Oats 
24-29 Special Dairy 75 Rye 
76 Wheat 
30 SHEEP General 77-79 Other Grains 
31 SHEEP Breeding Grade 
32 SHEEP Breeding Purebred Bo Hay and Forage 
33 SHEEP Growing 81 Alfalfa 
34 S:S:EEP Fattening 82 Grome 
35-39 Special Sheep 83 Bermuda 
84 Grass, Tame 
40 SWINE General 85 Native Pasture 
41 SWINE Breeding Grade 86 Silage 
42 SWINE Breeding Purebred 87 Sudan 
43 SWINE Growing 88 Forage Sorghums 
44 SWINE Fattening 89 Graze-out Small Grain 
45-49 Special Swine 
90 Cash Crops 
50 Other Livestock 91 Broomcorn 
51 Bees 92 Cowpeas and Mungbeans 
52 Dogs 93 Cotton 
53 Goats 94 Guar 
54 Horses 95 Peanuts 
55 Rabbits 96 Pecans and Tree Nuts 
56 Furbearing 97 Fruits, Melons, 
Berries 
60 Poultry 98 Soybeans and Oilseed 
61 Broilers 99 Vegetables 
NOTE: Enterprise codes between 11 02 11 and "09" inclusive may be used for 
special unique enterprises on individual farms which have no 




















Net Cash Wages Paid 
FICA Tax Withheld 
Room and Board 




State Income Tax Withheld 
Federal Income Tax Withheld 
TABLE XXVII ·. 
LIVESTOCK NUMBERS CODES 
Specie Code Category 
Beef 1 Beginning Inventory 
Dairy 2 Purchases 
She~p J Births 
Swine 4 Weanings 
Other Livestock 5 Sales 




INVENTORY CATEGORY CODES 
Code .Description 
01 Cash and Miscellaneous Assets 
02 Supplies and Feed 





08 Other Livestock 
09 Poultry 
10 . Machinery 
11 Buil.dings 
12 Land. 
13 Accounts Receivable 
14 Accounts Payable 
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